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Wendy’s uses toll tags to speed 
up drive-through sales
Fast food chain Wendy’s is piloting an RFID solution provided by technology 
integrator iDriveThru.com that enables customers at five locations in Staten 
Island, New York to place orders, make payments and collect loyalty rewards at 
the drive-through using their existing E-ZPass toll tag.

The system means that consumers don’t have to stop to make a payment. They 
simply enter the drive-through and place their order using the intercom and 
can then bypass the payment window and continue straight on to pick up 
their meal. Payment is automatically deducted from either a credit or debit card 
account that has been previously registered and linked to their toll tag.

The E-ZPass electronic tolling 
system is used in 15 states 
in the North East of the US 
and there are around 25m 
tags in circulation. These are 
typically affixed to the car 
windscreen and contain a 
transmitter so that, when a 
consumer drives through a 
toll plaza, the tag is read and 
payment is deducted from 
the consumer’s bank account.

At Wendy’s, iDriveThru.com 
president Eli Grinvald told The 
Mobile Wallet Report, “the first thing that a customer has to do is sign-up for this 
service and they can do that by choosing a debit or credit card they would like 
to use at Wendy’s and linking it to their E-ZPass toll tag.”

“Instead of using the toll agency system, we only use the transmitter in the tag 
to transmit the consumer’s unique identifier,” Grinvald explained. “When this tag 
is read, we use the credit or debit card payment method that the consumer has 
designated for use in Wendy’s, either by registering in one of the participating 
restaurants or online.”

“Every toll tag has a registered number on it. In-store, a barcode can be scanned 
during the registration process or the consumer can enter in this number 
online, along with payment information, to register.
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“Then, when they arrive at the ordering station, just above the intercom we 
have installed a monitor so that we can read the transmitter and display the 
consumer’s name and reward points earned before they have even wound the 
window down.”

“When the cashier receives the payment from a customer, they click a ‘pay’ 
button on their point of sale system and have a choice to process a cash 
payment or a debit or credit card payment,” Ken Isaacson, co-founder of 
iDriveThru, explained.

“What we have done is install a new button on their Comtrex point of sale 
system that says ‘Pay by iDriveThru’ and the cashier can click that right after 
the order is entered into the system. We have integrated with DataCap, a 
middleware vendor who submits the linked payment card details to the 
processor through the normal channel as if the payment card was physically 
swiped.”

“There is a cost for us to install the system; a hardware cost and a maintenance 
cost,” he added. “So we anticipate charging installation fees and per transaction 
fees, but we’re going to get some data through our pilot and refine our pricing 
as necessary to ensure that it works for all parties.”

“We have a mobile app which we are developing right now which is going 
to be available within a couple of weeks,” Isaacson added. “We don’t have an 
end date for the pilot, but will keep it going for as long as it takes to collect 
data about the effectiveness of the program. So far the merchant seems very 
pleased with the system and our hope and expectation is that the merchant 
will keep it operating indefinitely.”

“For the consumer, right now we don’t charge anything,” Grinvald said. “The 
consumer actually gets discounts, because we want to make sure that we 
reward the merchant’s most loyal customers and show our appreciation to the 
consumer that comes again, again and again. We think this is amazing; imagine 
just going through the drive-through, just saying your order, picking it up and 
leaving straight away, knowing you always receive loyalty discounts and receipt 
via email automatically.” RB

Qatar to get mobile commerce 
service that combines online, in-
store and smart TV payments
Smart TV solutions specialist TV App Agency is to launch a mobile commerce 
solution in Qatar that allows consumers to make mobile payments online, in-
store and from smart TVs. The service is due to go live by the end of this year 
and expand to Europe in early 2014.

The company uses a cloud-based solution, which it refers to as a “secure vault”, 

iDriveThru president Eli Grinvald
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that can be integrated into a merchant’s existing mobile app and website 
through a set of APIs. Consumers can then create a vault account with the 
company online and link a range of credit and debit cards to their account.

Individual cards can then be tied to particular types of purchases. Their Visa card 
can be assigned to Smart TV payments, for instance, their MasterCard to in-store 
payments and their American Express card to online payments.

Purchases via smart TVs are performed by scanning a QR code that appears on-
screen with a mobile phone. Consumers can then select a product from inside 
the app, enter a PIN code and make payment using one of their stored cards.

In stores, merchants will use an app provided by the agency to 
process a payment. “The merchant will open the merchant app, 
type in the customer’s order and the customer will then have a 
few options to make the payment,” TV App Agency co-founder 
Bruno Pereira told The Mobile Wallet Report.

“The merchant can show the customer a QR code that can be 
scanned with the customer app, and if both the customer and 
the merchant have an NFC smartphone, they will be able to 
tap phone against phone to make a payment. Merchants can 
also type in the payment card number into the app or use a 
card reader if the consumer is not a vault customer.”

“We’re also setting up an SMS option too so people in countries with low 
smartphone penetration, such as Africa, can continue to use their non-smart 
phones to make a payment.”

Merchants will also be able to add vault payments as a tender type on the 
checkout page of their website so that consumers will be able to make online 
payments using their vault account.

“A QR code appears that you can scan with your mobile app to make the 
payment,” Bruno explained. “If the user doesn’t want to use the app, they will be 
able to authenticate the vault transaction with their four-digit PIN code on the 
website.

“We don’t have a separate solution for smart TVs, for mobile or for the website. 
We have a set of APIs and merchants can implement whatever they want to 
use.

“What’s very interesting with this solution,” he continued, “is if I’m a Retailer A 
customer and I sign up for the vault but I’m also a Retailer B customer, I don’t 
have to sign up twice, I can pair the accounts.”

“For example, if I go into Retailer A, I can use my Retailer B app to make the 
payment. And when I use that Retailer B app to make a payment inside Retailer 
A, Retailer B will also be paid a commission, almost like an affiliate marketing fee 
so even for the retailers it becomes more interesting.

“What we’re doing now is setting up the system in a way that we can have 
multiple acquirers so that when merchants get set up, they’re going to be set 
up with all of the acquirers on the system. The system will then be able to say, 
Bruno is coming to pay but he’s in the UK and he is using a Portuguese card 

Smart TVs add apps to 

the entertainment mix
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and for a Portuguese card payment in the UK, the best rate available for this 
merchant is with acquirer A.”

“So, it’s almost like a flip-switch that keeps on trying to find the best offer for the 
merchant, where we hope we will be able to save them quite a lot of money. 
For the merchant to be a part of this service, they don’t have to pay anything; 
it’s free for merchants to join in the same way that it is free for consumers to 
join.

“The interchange fees are whatever’s the best interchange fee available among 
the various acquirers and the processing fees, so for them the world doesn’t 
really change much from moving from PayPal to us. With our first customers 
that are onboarding now, they are actually moving from PayPal to us because 
they feel like they’re going to get more value for money and less expenses 
when it comes to transaction fees.”

“At the moment, we are in conversations with about 30 to 40 merchants to 
get the solution but even more than that, we are in conversations with several 
banks who are very impressed with the solution.” RB

P97 connects in-car telematics 
and mobile payments
P97 Networks has joined forces with Microsoft, 
Panasonic and CGI to introduce a cloud-based 
mobile commerce and behavioural marketing 
platform for convenience and fuel retailers.

PetroZone allows consumers to pay for fuel 
from within their car, using either their mobile 
phone or their vehicle’s built-in telematics 
system. It also supports in-store payments and 
provides a platform for consumer packaged 
goods (CPG) brands to promote products on 
sale in a gas station’s store to drivers.

The solution will be available as a white-label 
service and integrates with Android, iOS 
and Windows phone applications and car 
manufacturers’ telematics systems, enabling 
drivers to link a payment card to the service and then simply pull into a gas 
station.

PetroZone then uses geo-location technology to recognise their location and 
present customers with a list of fuel pumps. The driver reserves a pump by 
entering the pump number using voice or touch input on their smartphone or 
car telematics system. Pre-authorisation of the payment is then initiated and 
the pump is reserved for the customer.

Brands can send offers to 

drivers that can then be 

automatically redeemed in-store
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A four-digit passcode is then entered on the pump to confirm the transaction 
and to validate the purchase and the payment is processed via a cloud-based 
server. On pumps without a keypad, a unique dispenser ID number can be 
displayed.

Because the consumer is already checked in 
on the system, after buying their fuel they 
can also make purchases in the gas station’s 
store by simply taking items to the cashier 
to be scanned and entering the same four-
digit passcode on the keypad to confirm the 
purchase.

Offers sent by PetroZone to the customer’s 
mobile phone are automatically redeemed at 
the time of purchase and electronic receipts 
for the gas and the in-store purchases can be 
sent via email or text message.

“P97 has created a win for automotive and a reason for major oil companies 
and automotive companies to talk”, P97 Networks’ Charlie Mohrmann told 
The Mobile Wallet Report. “PetroZone’s open API had been built out to easily 
integrate to the various telematics APIs that the automotive companies have for 
their models.”

With the system, he explained, “CPGs now have a way to run a dynamic 
marketing campaign at greatly reduced cost where they can adjust spend and 
targets on a daily or hourly basis and only pay for the offers that get accepted. 
The offers can be set to expire within minutes after issuance and, from a 
consumer experience, it is great — the discount is automatically applied at the 
POS during check out.”

“The consumer wins with time savings, lower prices at the pump and digital 
offers they opt in for and receive on their phone as soon as the dispenser 
is reserved. The digital offer process is handled via portals P97 has built to 
upload the creative offer from the CPG and the retail merchants’ portals and 
the backend digital offer settlement platform is provided by CGI with their 
Payment360 platform.”

“The retail merchant wins with lower transaction fees that mobile enables 
through alternative payment methods, increased fuel volumes by reducing 
queuing times on the forecourt and more in-store sales related to digital offers 
and better deals from the CPG companies.

“Integration to the POS system and fuel pumps requires minimal involvement 
from the site merchant,” Mohrmann says. “PetroZone leverages US (PCATS) and 
International Forecourt Standards Foundation (IFSF) standards based interfaces 
to integrate with site systems and legacy point of sale systems.”

“P97’s m-Commerce site controller software can run on any Windows 
Embedded endpoint site device — point of sale, forecourt controller or 
electronic payment server — so it will be made available by strategic partners 
during traditional system maintenance upgrades.” RB

Drivers can select a pump 

using the touch screen on their 

in-car telematics system

P97’s Charlie Mohrmann
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ING joins SecureKey Concierge 
to let customers use bank IDs to 
access government services
ING Direct has become the fourth bank to sign up for a Canadian service that 
lets citizens use their existing bank login IDs and passwords to access online 
services delivered by the Government of Canada.

SecureKey Concierge is already used by three of Canada’s five largest banks 
— BMO Financial Group, Scotiabank and TD Bank Group — to provide access 
to a range of online services from a range of Canadian federal departments 
and agencies including Service Canada and the Canada Revenue Agency. A 
similar service is currently being rolled out in Iceland by Audkenni, the country’s 
national certification authority (see The Mobile Wallet Report, 8 November 2013, 
p3).

“One of the challenges for government in particular is that they would love to 
better serve online,” SecureKey’s Andre Boysen told The Mobile Wallet Report. 
“They are limited in what they can do and the reason for this is because, as a 
user, you don’t go to government very often and when you show up there, you 
have forgotten your password.

“It’s very hard for the government to have business assurance that their user is 
their user, when every time the user shows up, their password gets reset. I can 
take my Visa card from TD Bank and you can take your Visa from Barclays Bank, 
and each of us can go to every merchant on the planet and get the goods that 
we want with a single card.

“Yet, every destination on the internet gives you a special purpose user ID 
and password. We think the right model to move ahead is to make identity 
and authentication more like payments, where you can choose your trusted 
provider and I can choose my trusted provider and each of us can get to all the 
destinations that we want to get to online.”

“ING connects to our server through a standardised protocol and we use that 
protocol for both the banks and the government destinations, and the web 
destinations attached to the service,” Boysen explained.

“So, like a payment gateway, there are two sides; there’s an acquiring side and 
an issuing side. On the issuing side, we have banks that have a relationship with 
me and on the acquiring side are destinations that I want to go to. The first set 
of destinations that we have really focused our attentions on is government.”

“Our goal is to move the story along so that users can start anchoring their 
online services with a provider they trust, and we think that NFC is going to 
be one of the important mechanisms that’s used to support that,” Boysen 
continued.

“The Internet of Things says that every device on the planet is going to get a 
security stack embedded within it and we’re supporting this already with our 

SecureKey’s Andre Boysen
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platform. We have a relationship with Intel and we put our security stack into 
every Ultrabook laptop that ships. One of the uses we support is the notion 
of being able to pair your Intel laptop to your Barclays service on your mobile 
much the same way you can pair your phone with your car.

“One of the mechanisms we can support in enrolment for that is that I can 
actually tap my Barclays card on my Intel laptop and say to Barclays, from now 
on, when you see transactions coming from my Intel laptop, treat it as though 
it’s coming from my card. It’s a very high business assurance that it’s your user.”

“We can do that same thing on the phone,” Boysen added. “Say I have an 
Android phone, I can tap my Barclays card to the back of my Android phone 
and pair my Android phone with the security stack inside to alert Barclays so 
that every time I use my phone for Barclays in the future, I can use a four-digit 
PIN instead of the long password when a strong device authentication is used.

“For it to be an effective network, there needs to be a good volume and choice 
for consumers to choose who they want to anchor their relationships with, so 
now ING customers can participate too. This provides more choice, control and 
convenience for Canadians to access to services online.

“Having a payment card that I can only use in one store wouldn’t be helpful 
but if I can use my payment card to get to every merchant on the planet, that’s 
really cool. What we’re doing is adding more destinations so that Canadians can 
do even more things with the credentials that they have already.” RB

AllSeen Alliance to create 
open software and standards 
for the Internet of Things
A new alliance has been formed with the aim of creating a set of open 
standards that can be used to bring about the arrival of the Internet of Things 
(IoT), enabling ad hoc systems to “seamlessly discover, dynamically connect and 
interact with nearby products regardless of brand, transport layer, platform or 
operating system.”

Founding members of the AllSeen Alliance include consumer electronics 
manufacturers, home appliance manufacturers, service providers, retailers, 
enterprise technology companies, startups and chipset manufacturers. Premier 
level members include Haier, LG Electronics, Qualcomm, Panasonic, Sharp, 
Silicon Image and TP-Link. Community members include Canary, Cisco, D-Link, 
DoubleTwist, Fon, Harman, HTC, LETV, LIFX, Lite-on, Moxtreme, Musaic, Sears 
Brands Management, Sproutling, The Sprosty Network, Weaved and Wilocity.

The initial framework for the Alliance’s offering is based around AllJoyn, an open 
source project which was originally developed by Qualcomm’s Innovation 
Center and is being contributed to the group by the chip maker. This initial 

“ This is the best 
bet yet to make 
the promise of 
the Internet of 
Things a reality”
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codebase is available now on the Alliance’s website for developers to access, 
evaluate and build upon.

“This is the best bet yet to make the promise of the Internet of Things a 
reality,” Jim Zemlin, executive director of the The Linux Foundation, which 
is coordinating the Alliance’s activities under the auspices of the 11th Linux 
Foundation Collaborative Project, told The Mobile Wallet Report.

“There’s a really big problem in what nearly everyone agrees is the next huge 
tech wave; it’s still really hard to get devices, applications, etc to talk to each 
other which is the basic premise of the Internet of Everything to begin with,” he 
explained. “You can’t have an Internet of Things if the things can’t communicate 
with each other.”

“Some vendors have tried to corner the Internet of Things market with 
proprietary solutions — which doesn’t make sense when the basic requirement 
of the Internet of Everything is interoperability across vendors and brands,” 
Zemlin added. “Standards-setting initiatives have cropped up too, but aren’t 
effective when working with so many diverse objects that need to connect.

“We believe open source and collaboration are ideal for tackling the 
interoperability layer needed to make the Internet of Everything a reality. When 
everyone jointly develops and uses the same freely available code, companies 
can develop innovative services on top of it and get them to market faster.”

“This goes far beyond simply defining a standard and hoping people will adopt 
it,” he continued. “This is working code that everyone can freely use. By adopting 
the same code base this project will enable higher levels of compatibility 
needed for a world of billions of connected devices.” RB

Bluetooth 4.1 extends 
functionality of smart devices
The Bluetooth Special Interest Group has published specifications for Bluetooth 
4.1, the first update to its specifications since 2010, when Bluetooth 4.0 
introduced Bluetooth Smart, the SIG’s preferred name for Bluetooth Low Energy 
(BLE).

Bluetooth 4.1 brings a number of enhancements to the specification, including 
coexistence support for LTE communications, bulk data exchange rates, 
connectivity maintenance and the ability for devices to support multiple roles.

The new specification is also designed to move the technology towards a key 
enabling role for the Internet of Things, by providing Bluetooth Smart sensors 
with a way to use IPv6, the latest version of the Internet Protocol (IP).

Together, these enhancements are expected to give developers more control 
in assigning a role to their products, limit interference with other wireless 
technologies and allow Bluetooth Smart products to both exchange data The Bluetooth SIG’s Errett Kroeter

Jim Zemlin, executive director 

of the The Linux Foundation
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faster and maintain connections with other Bluetooth devices, such as mobile 
phones, even when they have been separated.

A single device will also be able to act as both a Bluetooth Smart peripheral and 
a Bluetooth Smart Ready hub at the same time. This would allow a smartwatch, 
for example, to act as a hub gathering information from a Bluetooth Smart 
heart rate monitor while simultaneously acting as a peripheral to a smartphone.

It also means that a Bluetooth Smart device separated from a mobile phone will 
be able to automatically upload collected data the next time it comes into close 
proximity.

“When I’m swimming, I can’t carry a phone, but I want all my workout 
information captured on my Bluetooth Smart wearable device,” Errett Kroeter, 
the Bluetooth SIG’s director of global industry and brand marketing, explained 
to The Mobile Wallet Report.

“When I’m finished with my swim and get close to my Bluetooth Smart 
compatible phone, the devices automatically reconnect and my information is 
efficiently synced to the application on my smartphone.” RB

Qualcomm enters Bluetooth LE arena
Semiconductor manufacturer Qualcomm has entered the Bluetooth LE (BLE) 
market with the introduction of Gimbal, a proximity platform that supports 
both iOS and Android and uses physical location, activity, time and personal 
interest to send relevant messages to consumers who have downloaded the 
appropriate app and opted-in to the service.

The move follows an internal pilot of NFC, QR and Bluetooth LE payments, 
where Qualcomm found that BLE was by far the most popular option — for 
every customer that chose to pay using either NFC and QR codes, nine chose to 
pay using BLE (see The Mobile Wallet Report, 1 November 2013, p3).

As well as the Gimbal platform, two physical Gimbal beacons have also been 
announced. Series 20 beacons cost from US$10 each, have 

a battery life of one to three years and measure 95mm x 
102mm x 24mm. The smaller Series 10 beacons cost 

from US$5 each, measure 28mm x 40mm x 5.6mm 
and have a battery life of “many months or up to a 
year”. These currently work only with iOS devices, 
with Android support planned for the near future.

“We have some enhancements for privacy 
and security built on top to make sure 

that its protected for a venue, a retailer or brand as well as for the 
customer,” Kevin Hunter, senior director of product management 
at Qualcomm Retail Solutions, told The Mobile Wallet Report. “It’s 
designed to be deployed very inexpensively.”

“We apply a relevancy or filter and this allows our partners, retailers or 
merchants to be able to not overwhelm the customer and only provide that 
relevant engagement when it’s actually important, when it can actually be 

Qualcomm’s Kevin Hunter

Qualcomm’s Series 20 (above) 

and Series 10 (left) beacons
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meaningful,” he added. “We put a privacy layer in from the very beginning 
and we thought that was key to be able to take advantage of all the great 
technologies in phones that have location awareness.” RB

JP Morgan patents Bitcoin-like payments system
US financial giant JP Morgan Chase has applied for a patent on a digital 
payment system that makes use of existing payments infrastructures to provide 
a ‘push’ credit payments service that offers Bitcoin-like costs, anonymity, non-
repudiation and transaction confirmation speed.

The solution is suitable for funds transfers and bill payments as well as online 
purchases, the bank says, and consumers using the system will never need to 
share their account details with the payee. Recipients will receive immediate 
payment confirmation via the existing electronic funds transfer network.

“Currently, all internet transactions use ‘pull’ technology in which a merchant 
must receive the consumer’s account number — and in some cases PIN 
number — in order to complete a payment,” the bank explains. “The payment 
methods of the present invention conversely use ‘push’ technology in which 
users push an EFT [electronic funds transfer] credit from their IPA or DDA [direct 
deposit account] accounts to a merchant’s account, without having to provide 
their own sensitive account information.” RB

Hema introduces window 
shopping stickers for Christmas
Dutch discount retail chain Hema has rolled out window 
shopping stickers at select locations in the Netherlands, letting 
its customers scan both barcodes and QR codes to enter 
competitions to receive discounts and to purchase promoted 
products. Shoppers can also use the service to find out if a 
product is in stock at that particular store or at another Hema 
location.

“The stickers will be there until December 31st,” Hema says. 
“Even if the doors of our shops in the streets close, you can still 
go shopping at Hema. Our mission is to make people’s daily life 
more easier and fun — this is one way of doing that.”

The window-sized stickers display a variety of products, from 
tableware to the latest fashion items, which all have their own 
unique barcode. When the consumer scans the barcode using 
their mobile device they are directed to the Hema website 
where they can purchase the product by entering their payment details.

“Either you choose to pick up your ordered article in a Hema store, then you’ll 
pay in the store,” the retailer explained to The Mobile Wallet Report. “If you 
choose to have the order delivered at home, then you will have to make a 
payment. You can choose to pay via iDeal, PayPal, or MasterCard.” RB

Tesco introduces interactive 
shopping windows
Supermarket giant Tesco has introduced 
interactive window displays in 11 Metro stores 
across the UK, enabling customers to use QR 
codes and Augmented Reality to preview and 
buy products without having to enter the store.

Products on display include Christmas gift ideas 
such as children’s bikes, best-selling toys and 
Tesco’s new homeware range. Once the code 
is scanned, the product “comes to life” on the 
customer’s smartphone and they can arrange to 
Click & Collect the product from the same store 
the following day.

“Customers are shopping differently and the 
change is happening fast,” Tesco says.
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Disney Research demonstrates gesture 
recognition for RFID object pairing
Researchers at Disney have published a paper and a video demonstrating a way 
to associate and dissociate physical objects, using passive RFID tags and a range 
of gestures.

Moving two toys equipped with RFID tags 
in a circular motion over a set of three RFID 
readers, for example, enables the toys to be 
paired and identified by a game as friends. If 
they are then moved backwards and forwards 
in a straight line over the readers, the toys 
are dissociated and the game no longer 
identifies them as friends. More gestures can 
be employed to enrich the story telling, the 
researchers say.

“Intuitive user-friendly approaches as 
described in this paper will be a contribution 
to the acceptance of the Internet of Things,” 
the authors of RFID Shakeables: Pairing Radio-
Frequency Identification Tags with the Help of 
Gesture Recognition say.

“Because of its simplicity and ease of use, associating devices with the help 
of gesture recognition might be seen as a secure enough, low-cost way for 
establishing networks for consumer devices.

“When designing such networks, security and user experience demands such 
as ease of use and convenience should be considered. The presented method 
addresses both concerns by offering an association in an intuitive and user-
friendly way.” RB

Barclays Bank adds ATM money 
transfers in Kenya
Barclays Bank has introduced a cardless money transfer service in Kenya, 
enabling customers to make a funds transfer at any of the bank’s ATMs using 
just the mobile phone number of the recipient. Recipients of CashSend 
transfers can then withdraw their funds, again at any Barclays ATM.

Customers use the service to purchase a money voucher at an ATM. They then 
enter the phone number of the recipient and a unique PIN is generated for 
the transaction. A notification is then sent by text to the recipient’s mobile 
phone and the sender contacts the recipient to share the PIN number for the 
transaction.

The recipient can then redeem the voucher at any Barclays ATM, by accessing 
the cardless services menu and entering the details sent via text and the PIN. 
They do not need to have a bank account to receive the funds. RB

Disney’s technology could be 

used to pair and unpair devices 

and accounts, as well as toys
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News in brief
  MCX adds new members

ExxonMobil, Giant Eagle, Kum & Go and Rite Aid 
Corporation have become members of merchant-
led mobile commerce venture Merchant Customer 
Exchange (see The Mobile Wallet Report, November 
2012, p2). “We are seeing tremendous interest and 
momentum with new merchants, large and small, 
coming on board to work together,” says MCX CEO 
Dekkers Davidson.

  Seamless signs up Russian Bank
Ural Bank for Reconstruction and Development, one of 
Russia’s largest banks, has signed an agreement with 
mobile payments provider Seamless to launch its SEQR 
mobile payments service (see The Mobile Wallet Report, 
April 2013, p14) in the Russian market. The bank has 
33,000 business, 730,000 private customers and 486 
branches.

  Smarty Ring smashes target
Smarty Ring, a stainless steel smart ring that connects 
to smartphones via Bluetooth, has smashed its 
target of raising US$40,000 via Indiegogo, achieving 
commitments of close to US$300,000 in all. The ring is 
fitted with a Bluetooth 4.0 transceiver that connects to 
Android and iOS devices and includes an LED display 
that lights up each time the wearer gets an email, text 
message, phone call or social media notification.

  PayPal expands Order Ahead
PayPal is expanding its Order Ahead service — first 
launched in San Francisco — to New York, allowing 
consumers to use the app at 14 Jamba Juice locations 
in Manhattan. To use the service, consumers launch 
the app, select the store, place their order, pay using 
PayPal and then collect their order from the counter.

  Clinkle lays off staff
Mobile payment startup Clinkle, which has raised 
US$25m in funding from a number of high profile 
investors (see The Mobile Wallet Report, 4 October 2013, 
p6), has laid off 16 employees — around 25% of its 
staff, according to Fortune. “Some young people 
are leaving, and some very seasoned executives are 
joining. It’s reasonable to assume that these execs 

wouldn’t be joining if something was chronically 
wrong or broken,” says CFO Barry McCarthy.

  Chick-fil-A tests mobile orders
US fast food chain Chick-fil-A is testing a mobile 
ordering app at six locations in Chicago, Texas, 
California, Florida and Virginia, the company has told 
CNBC. The pilot program began in January in one 
location and expanded to a further five in June. A 
national rollout could follow the pilot.

  Estimote raises US$3.1m
Bluetooth beacon specialist Estimote has raised a 
US$3.1m seed round from Innovation Endeavors, 
Betaworks, Bessemer Venture Partners, Birchmere 
Ventures, Valiant Capital Partners and others, according 
to TechCrunch. The company’s first beacons are now 
shipping to retail customers.

  Andreessen Horowitz 
invests in Coinbase

San Francisco-based Bitcoin startup Coinbase has 
raised US$25m in Series B funding. The round was led 
by Andreessen Horowitz. “Today, there are more than 
600,000 consumer Bitcoin wallets on Coinbase”, the 
company says, “signalling that we are nearing a tipping 
point for broad adoption of Bitcoin.”

  Coda scores US$2.3m for carrier billing
Singapore-based Coda Payments has raised US$2.3m 
in Series A funding, according to Tech In Asia. The 
company operates a payments processing platform 
that connects with mobile network operators’ billing 
systems, enabling customers to pay for digital goods 
with prepaid airtime.

  Lemon Wallet acquired
Identity theft protection services provider LifeLock has 
acquired mobile wallet provider Lemon for US$42.6 
million. The Lemon Wallet app has been downloaded 
more than 3.6m times.

  Square updates card reader
Square has updated its Square reader. The new device, 
the company says, is 45% thinner making it “the 
thinnest mobile card reader on the market”.
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